
This Compliance Overview is not intended to be exhaustive nor should any discussion or 
opinions be construed as legal advice. Readers should contact legal counsel for legal advice.

HIPAA AUDIT PROGRAM

 OCR intends to implement a 
permanent audit program in the 
future. 

 OCR will also continue investigating 
covered entities when it becomes 
aware of possible HIPAA compliance 
failures.

 OCR published a protocol that 
describes its standards for HIPAA 
audits.

HIPAA SELF-AUDITS 

 To help avoid an OCR investigation, 
health plan sponsors should self-
audit their compliance with the 
HIPAA rules. 

 OCR’s audit protocol can be used as 
a guide for self-audits of HIPAA 
compliance.

 The SRA Tool can also be used to 
perform and document an entity’s 
security risk analysis. 

HIPAA Compliance Reviews – Audit 
Protocol
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) established a 
HIPAA audit program, which focuses on compliance with HIPAA’s Privacy, 
Security and Breach Notification Rules. HHS’ Office for Civil Rights (OCR) 
is responsible for conducting these audits.

In March 2016, OCR launched the second phase of its HIPAA audit 
program. In connection with this second phase of HIPAA audits, OCR 
released an updated audit protocol that identifies potential areas of 
audit inquiry. Next, OCR is expected to release its findings regarding the 
second phase of its audit program. 

After OCR wraps up the second phase of its audit program, it is expected 
to implement a permanent audit program. OCR has indicated that it will 
also continue to investigate covered entities of all sizes and types when it 
becomes aware of possible compliance failures.

To help avoid a HIPAA investigation, covered entities and business 
associates should review their compliance with HIPAA’s Rules and make 
any necessary changes. OCR’s audit protocol can be used as a guide for 
self-audits of HIPAA compliance. 

LINKS AND RESOURCES
 OCR’s audit protocol for covered entities and business associates  

 HIPAA’s Security Risk Assessment Tool (SRA Tool)

o Download the SRA tool here

o SRA Tool User Guide

o SRA User Videos

Provided by Clarke & Company Benefits, LLC

http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/audit/protocol-current/index.html
https://www.healthit.gov/providers-professionals/security-risk-assessment-tool
https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/page/2019-03/SRAT_v3.0.1_User_Guide.pdf
https://www.healthit.gov/providers-professionals/security-risk-assessment-videos
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AUDIT PROTOCOL

OCR published an audit protocol to provide clarity on the HIPAA standards that auditors may assess 
during an audit. OCR first made its HIPAA audit protocol available in 2012 in connection with its pilot 
audit program. In 2016, OCR released an updated audit protocol, which includes changes made by the 
HIPAA Omnibus final rule from 2013. OCR most recently updated its audit protocol in July 2018. 

The audit protocol is organized around modules, representing separate elements of privacy, security and 
breach notification. The audit protocol identifies “key activities” (HIPAA standards) and provides 
information on the legal requirements for each standard (“established performance criteria”), as well as 
potential audit inquiries related to the HIPAA requirements. 

Also, although the audit protocol’s requirements depend on the specific HIPAA standard being assessed, 
there are some recurring themes that indicate what OCR may be looking for. For example, many of the 
protocols direct OCR investigators to ask whether policies or procedures exist for a given HIPAA 
standard, and whether these policies and procedures have been updated on a periodic basis.

HIPAA SELF-AUDITS

Covered entities and business associates should perform periodic self-assessments of their HIPAA 
compliance and can use the audit protocol as a guide during this process. If a covered entity or business 
associate discovers an area of noncompliance, it should take steps to remedy the problem. 

Based on the audit protocol’s recurring themes, a HIPAA self-audit should emphasize the following 
HIPAA standards: 

 Does the covered entity or business associate have the required HIPAA policies and procedures 
for privacy, security and breach notification in place?  

 Have there been periodic updates to these policies and procedures? 

http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/combined-regulation-text/omnibus-hipaa-rulemaking/
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 Has the covered entity or business associate trained its workforce on HIPAA compliance, 
including any policy and procedure updates? 

 Has the entity performed a risk analysis to assess the potential risk and vulnerabilities for its 
electronic PHI (ePHI)?  

 If an entity has decided not to implement an “addressable” security standard, does it have 
documentation supporting its decision? 

Also, an organization should confirm that its HIPAA documents (including its policies and procedures) 
are comprehensive, well-organized and easy to comprehend.

PRIVACY RULE REQUIREMENTS

The audit protocol includes 89 areas of potential audit inquiry under the HIPAA Privacy Rule. For 
example, the audit protocol includes compliance questions regarding the Privacy Rule’s: 

 Use and disclosure rules

 Minimum necessary 
standard

 Privacy notice requirement

 Business associate contract 
requirement

 Individual rights 
requirements

SECURITY RULE REQUIREMENTS

The audit protocol includes 72 potential areas of audit inquiry that address the HIPAA Security Rule’s 
requirements for administrative, technical and physical safeguards for ePHI. Under the Security Rule, 
each type of safeguard has certain standards and implementation specifications associated with it. In an 
effort to provide covered entities and business associates with some flexibility, the Security Rule 
provides two categories of implementation specifications—“required” and “addressable.” 

While addressable implementation specifications are not optional, organizations have more options in 
determining how they will comply with these requirements. If a covered entity or business associate 
decides not to implement an addressable specification (or if it implements an alternative standard), the 
entity must document the reasons for its decisions, including why it determined that the addressable 
specification was not a reasonable and appropriate safeguard.

Special rules for fully insured health plans

How the HIPAA Privacy Rule impacts the sponsor of a fully insured plan depends on whether the plan 
sponsor has access to PHI for plan administration purposes. Sponsors of fully insured plans that do not 

have access to PHI are only subject to a few of the Privacy Rule’s requirements. Sponsors of fully 
insured plans that have access to PHI and sponsors of self-funded plans, however, have additional 

compliance obligations under the Privacy Rule.
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The audit protocol also addresses whether the entity has performed a risk analysis to assess the 
potential risks and vulnerabilities to all of the ePHI that it creates, receives, maintains or transmits. 
Conducting a risk analysis is a crucial first step in an organization’s efforts to comply with the Security 
Rule. The risk analysis directs what reasonable steps a covered entity or business associate should take 
to protect the ePHI it creates, transmits, receives or maintains. Failing to conduct a timely and thorough 
risk assessment has routinely been identified by OCR as a common HIPAA compliance problem.

HHS, through its Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC), has 
developed an interactive Security Risk Assessment Tool (SRA Tool) to assist organizations in performing 
and documenting security risk assessments. The SRA Tool is a software application that can be used by a 
covered entity or business associate as a resource (among other tools and processes) to review its 
implementation of the HIPAA Security Rule. HHS has also provided a User Guide and tutorial video to 
help organizations begin using the SRA Tool. 

BREACH NOTIFICATION RULES

The audit protocol addresses HIPAA’s breach notification requirements for unsecured PHI, and, in 
addition to other breach notification standards, instructs auditors to review covered entities’ policies 
and procedures regarding breach notification. For example, the protocol asks whether the covered 
entity has policies and procedures in place for determining whether an impermissible use or disclosure 
triggers a breach notification requirement. 

The HIPAA Omnibus final rule from 2013 changed some of the standards for determining whether a 
breach notification is required. As part of their HIPAA compliance review, covered entities should make 
sure that their breach notification policies have been updated for the final rule and that their workforce 
has been trained on the notification standards. 

https://www.healthit.gov/providers-professionals/security-risk-assessment-tool
https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/page/2019-03/SRAT_v3.0.1_User_Guide.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=cZebs00sF00
http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/combined-regulation-text/omnibus-hipaa-rulemaking/

